
ENTREPRENEURSHIP AS CAREER OPTION

India, as an emerging economy, is ensuring that entrepreneurship is embraced as a career choice for the young.

Female young entrepreneurship: practical evidence. An exploratory study of university graduates in Italy. Start
a "Work at Home" Business This is one of the hottest areas in the economy today. You will have an
opportunity to receive hands-on learning experience. Whereas, a large percentage of business school students
prefer a secure job rather than creating a start-up immediately after their education. The International
Entrepreneurship and Management Journal, 10, â€” If you too are chasing your dreams to have a startup of
your own, then Masters of Business Administrations MBA in Entrepreneurship is the course for you. Helping
Bridge the Gap Strong networks between entrepreneurial associations and academic institutions could help
bridge the divide. India, as an emerging economy, is ensuring that entrepreneurship is embraced as a career
choice for the young. They create products and services. The National entrepreneurship network has been
encouraging entrepreneurship facilitation through training programs on entrepreneurship for faculty,
nationally. Some find the franchise system works so well for them that they end up operating multiple stores
for a single franchiser. Implementing entrepreneurial ideas: the case for intention. What could be done?
Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice, 38, â€” Buy a Franchise Some who have a strong desire to own their
own business and be their own boss choose to buy a franchise. Why are women underrepresented in computer
science? But it's critically important to do a thorough job of evaluating the business before you buy it, to have
a clear contract with the seller about what you can each expect after the sale for example, do you want a
non-compete agreement? Many small business ideas can be launched from home. The field of social
entrepreneurship is also growing. Brim, O. Petersburg universities. A small percentage of engineering students
have technological ideas and work on them, but they need support to approach it form a business perspective.
Feki, C. The relationship between entrepreneurship education and entrepreneurial intentions: a meta-analytic
review.


